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1. Introduction

High power or high energy solid-state lasers are required in many applications, but are limited in beam quality or brightness at high pump level by thermal effects. Beam combining with two lasers is an effective way to solve this problem and has been successfully realized in the past (Sabourdy et al., 2002; Sabourdy et al., 2003; Qinjun et al., 2005; Eckhouse et al., 2005). In order to get higher output energy with good beam quality, researchers often regard the two-channel combined configuration as the elementary laser and combine an even number of elementary lasers in a tree architecture (Sabourdy et al., 2002; Sabourdy et al., 2003; Qinjun et al., 2005). These direct extending schemes can successfully combine $2\times N$ channel lasers into one beam intracavity, but the whole scaling geometry is really complicated and bulk, which bring more difficulties for alignment among multiple branches. Besides all these additions of laser beams are only obtained with spatial Gaussian beams (Sabourdy et al., 2002; Sabourdy et al., 2003; Qinjun et al., 2005), which limits the output power for scaling. Using a planar interferometric coupler, Ishaaya firstly reported intracavity beam addition of transverse multimode laser beam distributions (Ishaaya, et al., 2004), then more than two lasers combination has also been demonstrated (Eckhouse, et al., 2005; Eckhouse, et al., 2006). In these schemes, the thick planar interferometric coupler with a high-precision plane is the key component. But it is difficult to fabricate this coupler, further, the intracavity loss will increase when multiple beams being combined. In addition, most of these more than two-channel combining schemes are based on the open-ended configuration (Sabourdy et al., 2002; Sabourdy et al., 2003; Qinjun et al., 2005; Eckhouse et al., 2005; Eckhouse, et al., 2006; Ishaaya, et al., 2004), if the symmetries of many branches are not well guaranteed, the loss will be unavoidably introduced from every open end of the beam splitter or coupler, consequently resulting in instability of the whole composite cavity. Generally speaking, these kinds of cavities are not very easy to implement at present.

Recently, we have presented a new close-ended Four-Mirror Cavity to combine two beams with two gain media intracavity (Ming & Mali, 2007). Base on this, in this letter, we propose a novel and practical composite-cavity, named Six-Mirror Cavity, to combine four beams with four gain media intracavity. This cavity is based on a close-ended configuration, which makes the output very stable, even when multiple channels combining at the high pump level. Also, it is not the direct extending of the two-channel scheme as the conventional strategies, the
reduction of two mirrors compared with the scaling scheme shown in Ref (Ming & Mali, 2007), makes the whole scaling configuration simple, compact and easy to implement. Moreover, it is an approach for efficient intra-cavity beam addition of transverse multimode laser beam distributions, possessing considerably more energy than that of Gaussian beam distributions. The whole cavity is composed of several LD pumped laser modules. Compared to end-pumped scheme, the diode-side-pumped configuration has a more excellent scalability to obtain high output energy (Fujikawa et al., 1997). Several side-pumped lasers with slab and rod media geometries were investigated. Slab geometry requires expensive slab-shaped materials, and it is difficult to generate symmetrical beam patterns because of the rectangular cross section of the laser medium (Golla et al., 1995). On the contrary, side-pumped scheme by using rod laser systems can overcome the above-mentioned shortcomings and is especially appropriate for beam combination. Therefore, here we adopt the diode arrays side-pumped rod laser as the basic module and combine four laser modules intracavity with a six-mirror cavity.

2. Six-mirror cavity configuration

The basic configuration for energy addition of four lasers with six-mirror cavity is schematically presented in Fig.1. The cavity is based on close-ended resonator, which is composed of six end mirrors $M_1$-$M_6$. $M_1$-$M_5$ are flat 100% reflectors at the laser wavelength (1064nm) and $M_6$ is the output mirror with 80% transmission at 1064nm. Thanks to two 50/50 beam splitters, BS, the lasers produced by each arm combine together into one beam in the end and export from the output coupler $M_6$.

![Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup of the six-mirror cavity. BS: beam splitter; LD: laser diode; $M_1$-$M_6$: mirrors;](https://www.intechopen.com)

The whole system consists of four amplifying modules, i.e., four laser heads, arranged in the respective branch arm. Fig.2 shows the schematic cross section of the side-pumped Nd:YAG rod laser head. The laser rod (diameter of 5mm, length of 55mm, Nd-doping level of 1.0 at.%) is placed in a glass tube for direct water cooling. Outside the tube, a number of linear LD arrays are located circular-symmetrically and densely around the rod, generating 808nm laser that is directly coupled into the rod. The two end faces of the rod are AR-coated at 1064nm and wedged into 2 degree, which prevents the self-oscillation of the rod. Each pump LD arrays is directly attached to a copper heat sink. The temperature of the pump modules is controlled by the water flow through the copper heat sinks to regulate the temperature of the diode lasers within an accuracy of ± 0.2°C.
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Fig. 2. Schematic cross section of the side-pumped Nd:YAG rod laser head

Every laser head works in a free-running mode and the LD energy supply provides 240μs electric pulse and 1Hz repetition rate. 1μs pulse synchronization has been set among the four channels with the outer-trigger, so that the laser beams produced by every laser heads can be combined temporally and spatially at the same time.

3. Experimental results and analysis

We use EPM2000 two-channel joulemeter/power meter and J50HR energy probe (Molelectron, Inc.) to measure the output energy and a laser beam analyzer (Spiricon M2-200) to detect the beam quality and the intensity distribution for the combined laser and the four individual lasers. As is illustrated in Fig.3, the output energies of the six-mirror cavity when only one LD arrays(LD1,LD2,LD3 or LD4) is pumping, and the combined energy when four LD arrays are pumping simultaneously are shown. A single beam multimode output exceeding 453mJ (165μs duration, 1Hz repetition rate) at 1064nm is obtained when the four laser heads work simultaneously in the six-mirror cavity.

In order to demonstrate the improved brightness of six-mirror cavity, four Fabry-Parot lasers with the cavity length of 31cm (same to the length of l2+ l7 in Fig.4(b)) are characterized for reference with the experimental setup shown in Fig.4(a). When the four LD arrays, i.e. four laser heads, work at the maximum pump energy of 1.26J with 70A operating current, the output properties in five cases are listed in Table 1 and the brightness is calculated by the expression (Fan, 2005)

\[ B = \frac{E}{M^2 \cdot M^2} = \frac{k \cdot E}{M^2 \cdot M^2} \]  

(1)

where

\[ k = \frac{1}{\lambda^2} \]  

(2)

The increasing output energy and the good combined beam quality are well shown in Table 1 and Fig.4. Using this six-mirror cavity, four independent elementary multimode lasers have been successfully combined into one beam intracavity with the combination efficiency of 90.7% (453.3/(124.7+131.2+115+128.6)=0.907), a rather high value despite the disparity and multimode distribution among the four branch laser heads features. These results can be explained as follows. In the laser cavity, the four elementary lasers are inter-seeds of each other. One laser beam imprint its transverse distribution content on the other three beam distributions. The combined laser tends to operate so that the losses are minimum. Therefore, each of the transverse beam distribution adds with its counterpart in the other three beams and four multimode beam distributions have similar distribution composition.
Consequently four multimode beams combine intracavity successfully and considerably higher output energy is obtained in laser system. The brightness of the combined laser has been significantly improved more than 3 times compared to single F-P cavity laser. Furthermore, the experiments also show that when the pump energy is fixed, the laser output of the six-mirror cavity is stable with no change in energy or beam quality, which shows that this cavity can withstand environmental perturbations very well.

Fig. 3. Dependence of the output energies on the pump energy launched on each LD arrays. The filled triangles with four directions show the output energies of the six-mirror cavity when only one LD arrays (LD1, LD2, LD3 or LD4) is pumping respectively; The filled triangles show the output energies of the six-mirror cavity when LD1~LD4 are pumping simultaneously with the pump energy at the top.
4. Conclusion

A new laser scheme for energy scaling with a composite six-mirror cavity is demonstrated. Unlike the conventional method that directly extends the two-beam addition configuration to 2×N channels geometry in a tree architecture, in this paper, we present a new close-ended six-mirror cavity, which is more compact, stable and practical, to combine four multimode laser beams intracavity. The combined output characteristics including energy, beam quality and the improved brightness of this laser are investigated experimentally. The results demonstrate that four multimode individual Nd:YAG lasers have been combined intracavity successfully with this six-mirror cavity, and a single beam laser output exceeding 453mJ with 165μs duration is achieved, with 90.7% combining efficiency. The brightness of the combined laser has been significantly improved compared to single F-P cavity laser. In conclusion, the use of this six-mirror cavity provides a novel approach for the efficient improvement of brightness and energy scaling by combination of multiple lasers.
Table 1. The output properties in five cases at the maximum pump energy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Pump current</th>
<th>Pump Energy</th>
<th>Output energy</th>
<th>Beam quality</th>
<th>Calculated Brightness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F-P1</td>
<td>70A</td>
<td>1.26 J</td>
<td>124.7 mJ</td>
<td>5.49</td>
<td>5.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-P2</td>
<td>70A</td>
<td>1.26 J</td>
<td>131.2 mJ</td>
<td>5.62</td>
<td>5.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-P3</td>
<td>70A</td>
<td>1.26 J</td>
<td>115 mJ</td>
<td>5.24</td>
<td>5.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-P4</td>
<td>70A</td>
<td>1.26 J</td>
<td>128.6 mJ</td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td>5.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six-mirror combined</td>
<td>70A</td>
<td>1.26J+1.26J</td>
<td>453.3 mJ</td>
<td>5.87</td>
<td>6.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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